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Abstract.    Radio maps at 5 GHz with an angular resolution of 1 to 2 arcsec 
and a dynamic range   200:1 are presented for a sample of 45 radio quasars 
at redshifts between 0.2 and 1.5. The sources were imaged from observations 
made with the Very Large Array with the aim of investigating the epoch 
dependence of misalignments and asymmetries in their extended radio 
structure. Maps of some of the larger radio sources are presented also at  
a frequency of 1.5 GHz with a typical angular resolution of ~ 4 arcsec. The 
radio structure of most of the quasars reported here has been delineated in 
considerably greater detail than available in the literature. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Radio quasars are among the most distant and energetic extragalactic objects known in  
the Universe. In the three decades since their discovery, a variety of observational and 
theoretical studies of their radio emission has provided a considerable body of  
information and insight into the processes responsible for their workings. While the 
source of their enormous energy output is widely believed to result ultimately from the 
gravitational energy associated with the collapse of super massive black holes, the  
overall double radio structure with characteristic features such as hot spots, lobes and 
bridges or tails is attributed to the propagation of twin jets from the central engine and 
their interaction with the ambient interstellar and intergalactic medium surrounding  
the objects. Observations of radio quasars at different redshifts also provide an  
important source of information on the evolution with epoch in the physical conditions 
both inside and outside their parent galaxies.  
Although the extended structure of most radio quasars is generally fairly symmetric, 
with the hot spots on the two sides being almost collinear with the radio core and  
roughly equidistant from it, a sizeable fraction of quasars are now known to show 
significant departures from symmetry and collinearity (e.g. Hintzen et al. 1983; Barthel  
et al. 1988). Several mechanisms have been invoked to explain such asymmetries and 
misalignments, such as: light travel time differences from the two hot spots; intrinsic- 
cally asymmetric ejections; ejection only on one side at a time; motion of the quasar in  
a cluster; precession of the central engine; gravitational lensing effects; bending of jets  
by interstellar or intergalactic gas clouds etc. From a study of the misalignments at 
different cosmic epochs, it was reported by Barthel & Miley (1988) that the extended 
emission appeared much more bent and distorted at high redshifts (z   1.5) than at  
lower redshifts. They considered the jet-cloud interaction to be the most plausible 
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explanation for the effect and regarded this as evidence for a clumpier intergalactic 
medium at earlier epochs.  
In view of the cosmological significance of the above mentioned result, it is important 
to confirm the increase in misalignments with redshift and to rule out the possibility of 
any instrumental or observational selection effects being responsible for the effect. This 
is particularly important because the effect appears to become important mainly 
at z   1.5, which was also the dividing redshift between two samples of quasars used 
by Barthel & Miley (1988) to investigate the epoch dependence of misalignments. 
While the structures of almost all the 80 objects in their high-z (z > 1.5) sample 
were determined by Barthel et el. (1988) using the Very Large Array with a high 
angular resolution of ~ 0.4 arcsec and a dynamic range generally exceeding ~ 200:1, 
the data for most of their comparison sample of about 40 quasars at z < 1.5 were 
taken from maps available in the literature that had been made with much poorer 
angular resolutions and dynamic ranges, mostly with the Cambridge 1mile array(e.g. 
Riley & Pooley 1975) or with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (Miley & 
Hartsuijker 1978). 
The observations reported in the present paper were undertaken primarily to map 
the extended structure of a larger sample of quasars at low redshifts (z <1.5) with higher 
angular resolution and dynamic range than available in the literature in order to carry 
out a better comparison of the radio structures at different redshifts. Α sample of 45 
quasars was mapped using the VLA at a frequency of 5 GHz. The resulting radio 
images and the values of some derived parameters are presented here. The sample 
selection and observations are described in section 2 and the results presented in 
section 3.  
Preliminary results of an investigation of the epoch dependence of misalignments 
based on the data presented here and available in the literature have been presented 
earlier (Kapahi 1990). A detailed analysis together with a comparison of the quasar 
data with similar data on samples of radio galaxies will be reported in a subsequent 
publication.  
 
 
2. Sample selection and observations 
 
While enlarging the low-z quasar sample it was important to keep in mind the criteria 
used to form the high-z sample in order to minimize the effect on the structures due to 
factors other than the redshift. The following criteria were employed to select the  
sources to be mapped with VLA.  
 
i.  z < 1.5  
ii.  Steep radio spectra, with spectral index α 1.4 GHz5 GHz   
 
0.6. (defined such that S(v) ∝ v-α. 
This criterion was used by BM to form the high-z sample and ensures that the 
samples do not contain core-dominated quasars which may have their jet axes close 
to the observer’s line of sight as suggested by quasar unification schemes based on 
the relativistic beaming effects in the nuclear jets (Kapahi & Saikia 1982; Orr 
& Browne 1982).  
iii. Known to have extended radio structure with angular sizes    4 arcsec. This was to 
ensure at least a few beam sizes over the radio extent in order to determine the
misalignments with reasonable confidence.  
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iv. High radio luminosity; P(5GHz)> 1026WHz-1 , assuming q.0 = 0.5 and H0 =  
75kms-1 Mpc-1. This is also the minimum luminosity in the high-z sample.  
 
The sample of sources selected for observations was drawn up starting from the
compilation of known extended steep-spectrum quasars (Singal 1988) and essentially
picking all those that satisfied the criteria (i) to (iii) listed above and in addition had a
flux density    2 Jy at 400 MHz (to ensure that criterion (iv) is also satisfied) and did not  
already have radio maps with high angular resolution (~ 1–2 arcsec) and dynamic  
range (    200) available in the literature.  
The 45 quasars selected by the above criteria for observations with the VLA had a 
median redshift of ~ 0.7 which is about 2.5 times smaller than the median z in the high-z 
sample of Barthel and Miley. Because the median angular size of radio quasars is known to 
decrease roughly linearly with increasing z (e.g. Kapahi 1987), a typical angular resolution  
of ~ 1 arcsec was necessary for the low-z sources to have a similar number of resolution 
elements across their total extent on average as was available for the maps of the high-z 
quasars which had an angular resolution of ~ 0.4 arcsec. It was therefore decided to map the 
45 sources at a frequency of 5 GHz in the “B” configuration of VLA which provides  
a resolution of ~ 1 arcsec. As observations in this configuration are not very sensitive to 
structure on a scale   30 arcsec it was decided to observe some of the larger sources in  
the sample at the lower frequency of 1.5 GHz (in the same “B” configuration) as well. 
The observations were made on 18 March 1989 during a continuous run of about 15 
hours. Each source was observed for a duration of about 5 to 8 minutes at each of two 
hour angles. A phase calibrator was observed typically every 30 minutes. The flux 
calibration was carried out using 3C48. The observations in the 6 cm band had an 
effective bandwidth of 100 MHz centred at 4.86 GHz while those in the 20 cm band had  
a bandwidth of 100 MHz centred at 1.54 GHz.  
 
3.   Data reduction and results 
 
The data were mostly processed at the Array Operations Centre of NRAO at Socorro, 
USA, using the standard AIPS software. After calibration and editing, the visibility  
data in the two IF channels were combined together and maps (generally of 512 × 512 
pixels) made using the task ‘MX’. The visibility phases were then self-calibrated using  
one or two iterations of the task ‘SELFCAL’ before making the final maps.  
The final maps generally had an rms noise level of 0.1 to 0.2 mJy per beam at 6 cm λ  
in most cases. The dynamic range achieved in these maps (defined as the ratio of the 
peak intensity to the rms value) was generally in the range of ~ 200 to 1500.  
The maps of all the 45 sources are presented in Fig. 1 and some observed parameters 
are summarised in Table 1, which is arranged as follows:  
 
Column 1: Source name in the IAU designation. 
Column 2: An alternative name from a radio survey. 
Column 3: Redshift (taken from Veron & Veron 1989 or Hewitt & Burbidge 1993). 
Column 4: The total flux density at 4.86 GHz. For sources mapped also at 21 cm λ, 
the total flux density at 1.5GHz is listed on the second line in this column. In the case 
of large sources (LAS    30 arcsec) some extended flux may have been missed in the 
synthesis mapping for lack of short spacings, particularly at 6 cm λ. Flux density
values for such sources are enclosed in parentheses.  
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Figure 1(b).
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Figure 1(e).
 
 
Column 5: Flux density of the radio core component Score at 4.84 GHz. The corres-
ponding value at 1.5 GHz is listed on the second line in some cases.  
Columns 6 & 7: The right ascension and declination (1950.0) of the radio core 
component. The accuracy in the position should generally be better than ± 0.5 arcsec.  
Columns 8-10: The optical position of the quasar. Only the seconds of right ascension 
and arcseconds of the declination are listed in columns 8 and 9 respectively. The 
reference to the optical position is coded in column 10. The positions are generally 
accurate to better than ± 1 arcsec.  
Column 11: The largest angular size (LAS) in seconds of arc. LAS is defined as the
separation between the hotspots or the brightest features in the two lobes.  
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Figure 1(i).
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Figure 1(j). 
 
Asterisks in the table refer to additional notes in the text on some objects at the end of 
this section.  
Information on the contour values and the restoring beams used in the maps shown 
in Fig. 1 is summarised in Table 2. While the typical rms noise in each map is listed in 
column 2, the peak value of the flux density, in mJy is given incolumn3 and the value of  
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Figure 1(m). 
 
the first positive contour (C), in mJy per beam area, is given in column 4. The contours 
plotted in the corresponding maps in Fig. 1 are at C × (-1, 1, 1.5, 2.5, 4,  
8, 16, 32, 64, 128…)mJy/beam area.  
The half power widths of the major and minor axes of the restoring Gaussian beam 
widths and the position angles of the major axes are listed in columns 5, 6 and  
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Figure 1(o). 
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Figure 1(r). 
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Figure 1(s). 
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Figure 1(w). 
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Figure 1(y). 
 
 
7 respectively. As in Table 1, entries on the second line for any source refer to the source 
maps at 20 cm λ.  
 
 
Notes on some individual sources 
 
0137 + 012: Our 20 cm map shows considerably more extended emission surrounding
              the two lobes than seen in the earlier 20 cm map by Hintzen et al. (1983).  
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0158 + 183: The core flux of 40 mJy includes a contribution from part of a nuclear jet. 
0159 – 117: The weak component, 13.7arcsec SE of the optical quasar has a flux 
density of S6cm = 20 mJy. It was not seen in the earlier 20 cm map of 
Hintzen et al. (1983). The radio structure thus appears to be quite 
asymmetric. The other lobe which is much stronger, appears to lie only 
about 1.5 arcsec north of the core and is not fully resolved with the present 
resolution. In a higher resolution map at 6 cm λ, published recently by 
Price et al. (1993), the northern component is clearly separated from the 
core and faint emission is seen also from the weaker SE lobe.  
0214 + 108: The eastern lobe is totally resolved out in the 6 cm observations. 
0233 – 025: This is one of the very few quasars in the sample in which a radio core 
component was not detected.  
0300 – 004: There is considerable amount of off axis extended emission to the east and 
northeast of the southern hotspot.  
0610 + 260: The eastern lobe has extended emission almost at right angles to the 
source axis.  
0736 – 019: This source was earlier classified to be of D2 type radio structure by 
Hintzen et al. (1983), possibly because of an incorrect optical position of 
the quasar plotted on their VLA map. The present map shows a triple 
structure with the optical position of McEwan et al. (1975) close to 
a possible radio core.  
0812 + 020: Hintzen et al. (1983) considered this source to have D2 type structure as 
the extended southeastern lobe was not seen in their 20 cm VLA map. 
This lobe is resolved out also in the higher resolution 6 cm map of Price 
et al. (1993).  
0814 + 227: Both the lobes appear to be extended at large angles to and on opposite 
sides of the axis defined by the hotspots.  
0837 – 120: The eastern lobe clearly seen in the 20 cm map has been resolved out in our 
6 cm map.  
0937 + 391: It is difficult to identify the radio core as there are two compact components 
close to the optical position. The total flux density of the two components at 
6cm λ is 14 mJy. We have considered the northwest component to be the 
radio core because it is found to have a flatter spectral index between
20 cm and 6 cm as noted by Price et al. (1993). The southern lobe thus 
appears to consist of a long jet with several knots in it.  
0957 + 003: The jet connecting the core to the western lobe, seen in our map is resolved 
out in the higher resolution map of Price et al. (1993).  
1004 +130: Most of the extended structure in the lobes seen in our 20 cm map is 
resolved out at 6 cm λ.  
1012 + 022: The lobes are strongly non collinear with respect to the radio core.  
1130 +106: The higher resolution 6 cm map of Price et al. (1993) confirms that the 
radio peak close to the optical position is indeed the radio core. The lobes 
are thus strongly misaligned with the core.  
1335 – 061: The two lobes have emission extended at large angles to the axis defined by 
the hotspots.  
1422 + 202: There appears to be a sharp bend in the radio structure near the southern 
end.  
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Table 2. Contour maps of 45 quasars 
    (Continued) 
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Table 2. (Continued) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1606 + 180: Both the lobes appear to have tails oriented almost at right angles to the 
source axis.  
1623 + 269: Higher angular resolution is necessary to identify the radio core un-
ambiguously. The radio structure appears to be significantly distorted and 
bent.  
2135 – 147: Our 20 cm map shows extended structure in the lobes (particularly the 
western lobe) oriented almost at right angles to the source axis.  
2252 + 129: Higher resolution is required to detect any possible radio core.  
2349 + 327: While there is a strong and almost continuous jet on the northwest side, 
part of a faint counter jet is seen on the southern side of the radio core.  
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